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The Comprehensive Care Model
Providing a Framework for Community Policing
By DIANA FISHBEIN, Ph.D.

A

mid the push for partnerships between local government, police, schools,
and community groups as a means
to prevent crime, many jurisdictions
struggle with how to coordinate
such a comprehensive effort. Even
in the era of community policing,
agency administrators rarely meet
with community residents to identify common goals, much less to
strategize about how to cooperat in
a common endeavor. Moreover, approaching sometimes-unfriendly or
distrustful community groups to
join in the decision-making process

presents an even more formidable
task. Yet, forming lasting relationships among key government leaders, police departments, and community groups across the country
could have a substantial impact on
public safety issue .
Indeed, the community represents a major, often-untapped crime
prevention resource. Residents can
provide an essential information
rc
b "e gr ter than th t f
departments with limited personnel
and resources. In turn, the police
act as catalysts who bring the necessary resources to bear on specific,

community-identified public safety
problems. Police work then becomes comprehensive, problem
solving and proactive as opposed to
solely reactive. It makes sense to
devise a way in which local government agencies and the community
can connect effectively. The comprehensive care model repre ents
one uch way.
p

IPLES 0

THE I fODEL

The premise behind the comprehensive care model is that to
succeed, prevention programs must
mobilize every aspect of the
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community to address the underlying problems that, if left untouched,
would lead to crime. The model relies on community engagement,
proactive approaches, and comprehensive strategies.
Community Engagement
The hallmark of the comprehensive care model is community
engagement. In order to encourage
community involvement, police administrators first must accept and
support the idea that community
members have a potential role in
police activities. Oftentimes, the
move to a community-oriented
approach requires redesigning
department infrastructures, training
systems, evaluation methods, and
strategic planning activities to accommodate community input. The
department also must engage community members by soliciting their
opinions, building trust, fostering
relationships, participating in community groups, and developing

programs that allow citizens to actively assist in policing responsibilities. For example, police officers might establish or join a
parent-teacher association or other
neighborhood organization, form a
task force with residents to solve a
particular problem, or invite citizens to sit on an internal board, such
as an advisory group or a research
and development team.
After readying the infrastructure to support community involvement, the department must identify
community organizations that reflect the varied interests and
concerns in the jurisdiction and that
represent the full range of characteristics and behavior patterns in
the region. To do this, the department should obtain a list of registered organizations and groups
from a state or local corporations
commission, city hall, or the courthouse. Organizations with a viable
track record and, at a minimum,
neighborhood-level membership,

"

... the
comprehensive
care model is
designed to meet
the unique needs

of every
community.

Dr. Fishbein is a research scientist at the High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Area Program of the University of Maryland in Greenbelt.

"

could be selected for further
consideration.
The next step would be to obtain a complete description of the
community from official records
available to police departments and
other local government agencies.
This includes features such as racial
composition; children living under
the poverty level; the homeless, elderly and gay populations; gang
membership; public housing residents; and other relevant features.
Matching this information with the
list of organizations will yield a selection of groups that represent the
community and include a complete
range of interests.
Third, the department should
conduct a needs assessment to identify the most pressing problems in
the community, the perceived obstacles and tensions that exist, and
the proposed resolutions and strategies. The assessment should
include input from the groups
selected, the department staff,
the mayor, school administrators,
youth leaders, and other community
representatives.
The assessment also should include an inventory of community
strengths. Rather than focusing only
on the risk factors and problems that
plague a neighborhood, identifying
assets enables the police and their
coalition to develop an inventory of
key residents, associations, and institutions from which to build relationships and partnerships. These
assets serve as protective factors;
that is, they improve residents' resistance to risk factors. Protective
factors may include extended family situations, availability of apprentice-type jobs, social cohesion,

,

I

tability in housing arrangement,
or the presence of strong neighborhood groups.
This prevention framework, or
as et-ba ed strategy, I define both
ri k and protective factors in a target area in order to direct the problem- olving capacitie of relevant
player . This way, officer do not
start from scratch; they can tap into
existing resource , no matter how
high risk the neighborhood appears.
Through this assessment, police
and other agencies become intimately familiar with the community. They have the knowledge at
hand to engage community leader
and olve prevailing public safety
problems.

Proactive Approaches
Proactive approaches repre ent
the second principle of the comprehen ive care model. Rather than
imply reacting to a crime that ha
already been committed, police officer attempt to identify conditions
that generate criminal activity. The
ultimate goal of comprehensive
care is to reduce crime and disorder
by carefully examining the nature
and extent of neighborhood conditions that contribute to these maladies and then create and apply appropriate remedies. Individual and
groups are affected in different
way by problems and have different ideas about solving them. For
this reason, problem-solving initiatives must be innovative and focused. They must represent a coord· ted effort by th
Ii\; , he
community, and other players, including policy maker .
Problem-solving approaches
involve several steps. First, the

community partner must identify
the problem and prioritie in their
neighborhood by conducting surveys; analyzing crime patterns,
trends , and offender behaviors;
holding community meetings; establi hing ta k forces; and familiarizing them elve with the many
causes of crime. Second, the police
should pinpoint the " hot pots," areas where crime and its underlying
problems are mo t concentrated.
Third, the partners should develop,

"

...the community
represents a
major, oftenuntapped crime
prevention
resource.

"

or tailor from other sources, innovative olutions with the highest potential for eliminating or reducing
the problems. Once implemented,
these solutions mu t be evaluated
and modified, if necessary. Objective evaluation requires collecting
data before and after the remedies
are implemented.

Comprehensive Strategies
Third , the comprehensive
care model calls for comprehenI>i e strategies. CrIme prevention
programs work best when addressed by a multidisciplinary team
of individuals capable of thoroughly assessing the problem and

offering solution. For example, a
community experiencing problems
with youth handgun activity would
need to pool the expertise of school
administrators, teacher, parent
police, medical and psychological
profe ional, community organizations, juvenile ervices, and district attorney . Only in this way can
the underlying problems of juvenile who carry handguns-which
may include anything from a psychological or psychiatric di order
to the pre ence of child abuse or a
lack of supervi ion-be thoroughly
addressed.
In Oregon, for instance, programs exist to prevent juvenile conduct disorder that often lead to delinquency and drug abuse. Previous
efforts had yielded positive, yet
short-lived, resu lts. These programs
helped children in only one or two
problem areas. For example, an intervention that improved the
children's relation hips with their
parents may not have overcome
problems at choo!. To address a
broader cope of problems , program de igners have developed an
approach that works with troubled
youngsters at home, in class, and on
the playground. Called Universal
Interventions, the program involves
parents and school in a wide range
of activities, including skill and
academic development, parenting
techniques, conflict resolution, supervision, and a variety of other
techniques that target the multiproblem lifestyle of many yo no-ters with conduct disorders.
While this program does not
specifically include police, similar
strategies can be employed by including local government and the
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police to expand the upport network. The School Re ource Officer
(SRO) program, for example, offers
a great deal of promise. An SRO
integrated into the fabric of a
chool's admini tration can link
school-age children with their community and local government, a
well as provide essential service
and referrals to their families. Research shows that this approach can
prevent both drug abuse and school
violence and channel student ' activities in productive way .2
Another comprehensive effort
began in Washington, DC, as an effort to reduce violence among inner-city youth. Known as the
Howard University Violence Prevention Project, the program creates a safety net and provides legitimate options for at-risk children, as
well as encouraging identification
with a value system that will protect
against prevailing social risk factors. Integral to this strategy is a
team approach that involves parents, teachers, mental health professionals, business owners, and local
police.
The police component of the
project, called the Youth Trauma
Team, serves as an excellent example of community policing.
Along with psychologists, the police respond to violent incidents
that occur at night. They talk to children who have been a part of or
have witnessed violence. The following day, they link youngsters
with services as needed. Police officers receive training in conflict
resolution, cultural sensitivity, and
crisis deescalation . They also have
networked or partnered extensive-

l

,-

ly with existing services 111 their
community in a multidisciplinary
team effort to provide comprehensive care.
Although these programs all focus on youth, the comprehensive
care model i designed to meet the

and previously established boundaries are comfortably expanded.
Traditionally, the parties sign a
memorandum of understanding to
identify the exact roles and responsibilitie of each and to avoid confusion and disagreement later.

THE REWARDS OF
COMPREHENSIVE CARE

"

Crime prevention
programs work best
when addressed by a
multidisciplinary
team of individuals
capable of thoroughly
asseSSing the
problem and offering
solutions.

"

unique needs of every community.
By joining forces with a wide range
of partners, an agency can address
the problems that concern its citizens. Moreover, a truly comprehensive effort requires that conventional boundaries expand between
offices, agencies, and seemingly
distant parties in the community.
All parties involved must recognize
their overlapping roles and common objectives. Turf building, territoriality, competition, budgetary
battles, vested interests, and the
like must be put aside in order
to work collaboratively. The comprehensi ve care model does not
simply entail enhanced communication; it can only work when its
principles are applied systemically

The return on investment for
comprehensive care programs
promises to be substantial. In addition to the immediate effects on the
neighborhood environment, the use
of community policing officers in a
comprehensive care capacity can
prove cost-effective for the criminal
justice ystem and society at large.
There are fewer court cases because
fewer incidents make it that far ; officers handle many cases at the
street level. The cases that do go to
trial are better prepared because officers can draw information from
their established community partnerships. They also know offenders
better, and as a result, offenders receive more fitting sentences and
may possibly avoid prison. A reduced need for correctional facilities and training schools (once
called reform schools) could provide significant savings. For those
who face imprisonment, an aftercare component, sometimes called
reintegrative policing,3 can identify
inmates in need of services and provide sufficient community resources to help them make a smooth
transition back to the community
and make positive lifestyle changes.
Additional cost savings may
come from a decreased need for
health care, as fewer crime victims

need treatment. There al 0 may be a
reduced need for psychological and
educational ervices to deal with the
trauma as ociated with witnessing
violence and the academic difficulties that hamper the children of
criminal offender. Finally, fewer
cases would involve law enforcement, legal and judicial ystems,
and social ervices. Indeed, the financial and per onal cost of managing entrenched delinquent and
criminal behavior are astronomical
compared to the co ts of comprehensive care programs de igned to
prevent their onset.

CONCLUSION
For a crime prevention trategy
to have long-term effect on reducing criminal behavior and improving the qua lity of life, community
members must work hand in hand
with local government to identify
underlying problems and devise solutions through cooperative problem-solving activities. In the past,
the police have shied away from
dutie that many of them viewed as
the respon ibility of social workers.
Yet, today' community policing
officers have the unique advantage
of having direct acces to individuals in need and having experiential
knowledge of the problems that
plague these individual . Although
administrators may need to rethink
their organizational philosophies to
promote partnerships, proactive
problem solving, comprehensive
strategie , and communit en gag ment, the principles behind a community policing philosophy apply
easily to the comprehensive care
model.

Experts have linked criminal
behavior to a variety of causes,
including ocial di order and
isolation, a lack of re ource and
alternatives, and an inadequate upport network. 4 A concerted and
comprehensive effort by all member of the community can minimize the risks and increase re iliency and, in turn , may help to
prevent crime . ...
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Focus on Research
Visual Perception in
Low-Light Levels

Implications for
Shooting Incidents
By Paul Michel, 0.0.

Photo C> Julie York

W

hile on evening patrol, officers discovered
two men lurking near a closed gas station
in a high-crime area. In the confrontation that followed, the officers fired on the suspects, one of whom
appeared to be holding a shotgun. The officers
believed that the other man had pulled a chromeplated handgun from his waistband. Later investigation revealed that the man was, in fact, holding a beer
can. He sued the officer who shot him.
During the trial, expert testimony centered on the
nature of human vision, the low level of light at the
time of the incident, and the results of a research
study that demonstrated the ability of healthy subjects
to identify lethal versus nonlethal items under a range
of low levels of light, the type of conditions officers
often face when working at night. I The results of this
study can assist investigators when determining what
an officer can identify under certain environmental
circumstances.

Procedure
This experiment used 12 police cadets as subjects.
Prior to admission to the academy, a general physician had prescreened the cadets for corrected 20/20
distance visual acuity. Each cadet was reexamined
individually for corrected 20/20 vision and measured
for hidden refractive error-the cause of nearsightedness, farsightedness, and astigmatism-by observing
how parallel beams of light reflect off the retina of the
eye. The examination detected no eye disease among
the cadets.
The cadets were taken from their classroom,
which was at a standard office lighting level, and
brought to the research room. A research assistant
wore a bJack jacket, consistent with clothing often
worn by crime suspects, and showed each cadet three
nonlethal objects and a large-frame handgun under
each of four incrementally increasing levels of low
light. The black jacket served as a background for the

J

I

object, and the assistant stood behind an opaque
candles, cadets correctly identified an object onJy 15
times; they misidentified or said they could not
partition that was quickly shifted down for 1 second.
The assistant did not point the object in the direction
identify an object 33 times. This represented a 34
of the cadet but held each object in a clenched fist
percent rate of correct identification. At .45 footclose to his body, similar to the physical circumstance candle ,cadets correctly identified an object 37 times;
of many shooting incidents.
they misidentified or said they could not identify an
object 11 times. This represented an 84 percent rate of
Specifically, the nonlethal objects consisted of a
6-inch piece of green garden hose, an 8-inch piece of
correct identification.
black pipe, and a 6-inch chrome-plated crew driver.
Cadets most frequently identified the handgun
correctly. At .25 foot-candles, 10 of the 12 cadets
According to police documents, officers had
identified the handgun correctly,
misidentified similar objects as
lethal during the past 10 years.
but 2 cadets still incorrectly
Academy regulations prescribed
identified it or stated they could
only the use of academy-deactinot identify the object. The gun
vated firearms in this study;
used in the experiment is one of
Visual functioning
therefore, a blue steel model 59
the largest handguns usually
dramatically
Smith & Wesson handgun was
encountered on the street. Had a
decreases in
chosen as the lethal object
smaller pocket handgun been
because it has a large and distincused, a higher rate of incorrect
response to
tive shape.
identification might have ochormones secreted
The experiment used several
curred in the low-lighting levels
during acute fear.
lighting levels. These levels
due to the smaller size. Cadets
ranged from .04 foot-candles to
most frequently misidentified the
.45 foot-candles. For comparison,
6-inch piece of green garden
hose. Even at the .45-foot-candle
a bright, full moon on a clear
night exhibits illumination
level, cadets most frequently
identified the hose as a gun. Only one cadet identified
comparable to a .01 foot-candle lighting level. A
per on tanding 30 to 40 feet from the direct beam of
the hose as a pipe or cylindrical object.
a vehicle's headlights at night compares to a .45 footFindings
candle lighting level.
This study demonstrated the difficulty officers
Each cadet viewed each object individually for 1
have distinguishing between lethal and nonlethal
second. After the presentation of the object, the
objects under low-lighting levels. Most of the cadets
cadet's attempt to identify the object was recorded.
voiced uncertainty about their responses, even when
Results
they were correct. When a ked to make a detenninaEach cadet viewed one lethal and three nonlethal
tion of the object in less than .25 foot-candles of light,
objects at each lighting level. Therefore, 48 responses cadets most frequently responded "I cannot tell."
were recorded at each level.
During an exit interview, 80 percent stated they relied
At .04 foot-candles, cadets correctly identified an
upon the positioning of the a sistant's hands to help
object only 4 times; they misidentified or said they
make their determination of the objects. Yet, the
could not identify an object 44 times. This repreB""i"t
rur sely had h Id th bj c in a neutrai
sented a 9 percent rate of correct identification. At .10 manner.
foot-candles, cadets correctly identified an object only
Practical Applications
8 times; they misidentified or said they could not
Officer-involved shootings rarely occur exactly as
identify an object 40 times. This represented an 18
con tructed in this experiment. The time frame
percent rate of correct identification. At .25 foot-

"

"
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environment. During the 20 minutes prior
to the incident, if an officer is exposed to
Number of
Number of Objects
Light Levels
lighting higher than when the incident
(Foot-candles)
Objects Identified
Misidentified
occurs, a transient disability affects the
officer's vision. The retina experiences
.04
4
44
chemical and neurological changes as
lighting levels change. After 40 minutes, a
.10
40
8
person's eyes adapt to low-level lighting
conditions. If that lighting condition
.25
15
33
changes to a higher level of light for even a
fraction of a second, the dark adaptation is
.45
37
11
lost. For example, if an officer seated in a
darkened patrol car uses the car's interior
light to check an address, the lighting level
immediately changes and the officer loses
involved from when an officer perceives danger to the the dark adaptation. An overwhelming majority of
time deadly force is considered necessary is more
officer-involved shooting incidents have demonrealistically only a fraction of a second and not the
strated this often-overlooked disability. A thorough
full second allotted in this experiment. Additionally,
history of the officer's activities prior to the incident
the suspect or the officer is frequently in motion
will aid a complete understanding of the visual
before and during the shooting. This movement
environment under which the incident OCCUlTed.
decreases visual ability.
Recommendations
The psychological and physiological effects of
fear also decrease the level of visual functioning. The
This research study demonstrates that police
human body instantly undergoes profound physiologi- officers have difficulty differentiating between lethal
cal changes in response to perceived threatening
and nonlethal objects illuminated by less than .50
circumstances. Visual functioning dramatically
foot-candles of ljght, the level frequently encountered
decreases in response to hormones secreted during
during routine police working conditions at night.
acute fear.
Officers should recognize this disadvantage and adapt
Without sufficient lighting, the retina of the eye
their procedures accordingly, by increasing lighting
cannot form an accurate image of the external envilevels using their car's headlights and flashlights with
ronment. An ambiguous image is created at the retina
halogen bulbs. A weapon-mounted lighting device,
and transmitted to the brain. The brain then integrates attached to the muzzle of an officer's weapon, can
this ambiguity with cognitive, memory, and emotional increase visual ability in low-level lighting condielements to form a perception. The officer uses this
tions. This device is designed for short-barrel defenperception to evaluate the suspect's actions and to
sive shotguns, uses a small halogen bulb, and has an
react. Based on the factors that affect officers' visual
on/off switch. In addition, officers should train in
perceptions during confrontations in low-light levels,
low-level lighting conditions. Finally, during the
officers need at least 2.5 to 3 foot-candles of light to
investigation of an officer-involved shooting, police
accurately identify an object. Shining a halogen
administrators should document the lighting level at
flashlight on an object from a distance of 20 feet
the time of the incident with an illuminometer and
would create the level necessary for proper visual
consult a vision expert with experience in this area.
functioning.
Furthermore, lighting conditions that officers face Conclusion
prior to an incident may significantly affect their
The investigation of an officer-involved shooting
ability to discern shapes and details in a darker
is never an easy undertaking. A number of variables

Lethal/Nonlethal Lighting Test

complicate the process, including the officer's vi ual
perceptions prior to and during the incident. Prior
shooting incidents and thi research study indicate
that officers have difficulty differentiating between
lethal and nonlethal objects in low levels of light. By
understanding the nature of human vi ion and the
implications of this research, admini trators and
officers alike can prepare for the inevitable encounter
with the suspect in the dark alley. Perhaps more
important, by properly documenting shooting incidents, conducting thorough investigations, and
preparing expert testimony on the nature of these

encounters, law enforcement agencies can avoid legal
liability while reminding the public of the dangers
associated with protecting the community ...
Endnote
The author of thi anicle conducted the study and testified in coun.

Dr. Michel, a board-certified therapeutic optometrist, serves
as a specialist reserve police officer for the Los Angeles,
California, Police Department's officer-involved shooting
investigations unit.
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Using Peer Supporters to Help
Address Law Enforcement Stress
By PETER FINN and JULIE ESSELMAN TOMZ

P

olice officers in crisis often
seek help from their peers,
and in every department, a
few individuals who prove adept at
helping others are turned to repeatedly. Law enforcement agencies attempt to capitalize on this natural
phenomenon by establishing peer
support programs. In doing so, they
provide training to increase the effectiveness of these natural peer
helpers while marketing their services so that as many individuals as
possible become aware of the peer
supporters' availability. Organized
peer support programs also help

agencies choose just the right individuals to meet the needs of employees in trouble.
A number of law enforcement
agencies currently use peer supporters to help employees prevent and
deal with stress. I Their experiences
can help other agencies implement
their own peer support programs.

JUSTIFYING PEER
SUPPORT PROGRAMS
Peer supporters serve two major functions. First, they provide a
source of help for officers who are
unwilling to bring their problems to

mental health professionals because
they mistrust "shrinks," would feel
stigmatized for not being able to
handle their problems on their own,
or are afraid that entering therapy
might hurt their careers. While peer
supporters cannot provide the level
of service professionals can, they
still can help considerably.2 Furthermore, peer supporters usually
are more accessible than professional counselors.
Second, peer supporters can refer recepti ve officers to professional counselors. Many officers
are more likely to take advantage of

professional counseling services
when a referral comes from a
trusted peer than if they have to
make an appointment on their own
or follow the suggestion of a family member. In this regard, peer
supporters act as a bridge to
professionals.
Like professional counselors
who are also sworn officers, peer
supporters offer instant credibility
and the ability to empathize. A large
cadre of trained peer supporters can
match fellow officers with those
who have experienced the same incident, thus heightening the empathy inherent in the peer relationship.
For example, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF)
operates three peer programs, each
with a separate focus, linking officers with peer supporters who are
critical incident survivors, victims
of sexual assault, or recovering
alcoholics.
In addition, because of their
daily contact with fellow officers,
peer supporters are in a better position to detect incipient problems
before they become full blown. As
a result, peer support programs
are "proactive and preventative in
nature."3

DEFINING PEER
SUPPORTER
RESPONSmILITIES
Peer supporters have three major responsibilities: listening, assessing, and referring. 4 By listening, peer supporters provide an
oPPOrtunity or otilcers under stress
to express their frustrations, fears,
and other emotions to another person who understands from personal
experience how they are feeling and

why they are up et. As one peer
supporter said, "Most of the calls I
get are about work-related anxiety
due to department problems, not
street problems. I become a sounding board, giving them an opportunity to vent."5
By listening, peer supporters
also can assess whether the
officer's problem is of a nature or
severity that requires professional-and immediate-help.
With proper training, peer supporters can note the signs that indicate
an officer may be suicidal, homicidal, severely depressed, abusing
alcohol or other drugs, or have other
serious problems. If the officer has
a serious problem, the peer can refer
the person for professional help.
Professional stress programs provide peer supporters with information about available referral
resources in addition to the department's own stress services. For

Mr Finn is a enior research
associate for a private firm in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and a
special officer with the Belmont,
Massachusetts, Police
Department.

example, when a peer supporter in
San Bernardino was asked by another officer whether he could contract AIDS after cutting himself
while ubduing an HIV -positive
suspect, the peer arranged for an
expert in HIV expo ure from a local
hospital to talk to the officer.

IDENTIFYING
APPROPRlATEISSUES
Experts agree that peer supporters prove especially appropriate for
assisting officers involved in shooting incidents and officers with
drinking problems. Many peer supporters are recovering alcoholics
who can link fellow officers with
detoxification programs, inpatient
treatment, and Alcoholics Anonymous groups. These peer supporters
also may attend support group
meetings with officers beginning
the recovery process and, as
sponsors, may follow up on their

Ms. Tomz, a former research
associate for a private firm in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, has
recently returned to school.
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attendance and help them to avoid
or deal with lapses.
Officers who have been involved in critical incidents themselves can provide effective upport
to fellow officers who become involved in shootings. These officers
often feel that no one can understand their turmoil except another
officer who has experienced a similar incident. Furthermore, after being relieved of their weapons, interrogated , and subjected to a
departmental investigation and possibly a civil suit, these officers often
feel equally or even more disturbed
by what they perceive as their
department's lack of support. Reflecting the valuable role fellow officers can play, BA TF mandates
that all special agents in charge use
the agency's peer supporters after
every shooting that results in death
or injury. While peer supporters
should not provide counseling, they
can and do help other officers realize that the fear, anger, and other
emotions they may experience after
a critical incident are normal under
the circumstances.
Peer supporters help officers
and their families during times of
crisis not only by spending time
with them but also by performing
services for them. Peer supporters
in San Bernardino painted one
widow's house and cut another
widow 's grass. When a wounded
officer was hospitalized, peer supporters fed the officer's cat. Supervisors in several departments call
on peer supporters to stay with the
family around the clock for a week
after an officer is killed.
Stress can come from a variety
of situations, even those that do not
result in injury or death . Illinois

State Police peer supporters refer
officers with money management
problems to the state's credit bureau
for a sistance. Officers having
trouble making credit card payments can work out an aITangement
in which the credit card issuer prohibits further use of the card but
imposes no additional interest on
the money owed until the officer
can pay it back. According to a peer
supporter with the Michigan State

"

...peer supporters
offer instant
credibility and
the ability to
empathize.

"

police behavioral science section,
"Money problems are a sign of or a
source of stress for many officers,
so it's entirely appropriate for peer
supporters to link them with organizations that help them manage their
money."6

CONNECTING PEERS
Peer support can occur in a variety of settings. Peer supporters may
respond to other officers' requests
to meet and talk. A peer supporter in
San Bernardino may get a radio call
asking, "Are you clear for an
87?"-a request to talk that does
not reveal the purpose of the meeting. In the New Haven, Connecticut, Police Department, officers can
page the peer supporter of their
choice 24 hours a day.
Some peer supporters always
wait for other officers to come to

them, but many will approach a fellow officer when they observe the
per on having difficulty. Usually,
their approach is subtle. Rather than
announcing, "I'm a peer supporter,
and I'm here to help you," they say
something like, "It seems like
you've been coming on duty late the
last few days. What's up?" A great
deal of peer support takes place
spontaneously around the water
cooler, over coffee, or wherever an
officer and a peer supporter happen
to run into each other.
Officers who take time off to
recover from a serious injury or illness often feel isolated and frightened. As a result, employees from
the Palo Alto, California, Police
Department receive training in
workers' compensation law so they
can visit at home officers who are
disabled to provide support, information about their rights to workers' compensation, and assistance
in navigating the complex reimbursement system. Officers involved in a shooting also can feel
upset over their change of duties
and the legal procedures that often
follow. Peer supporters in the San
Antonio Police Department prepare
officers for these events, emphasizing that, while the change may last
several months until any litigation has been resolved, it is only
temporary.

RECRUITING, SCREENING,
AND TRAINING PEER
SUPPORTERS
Recruiting and Screening
Program directors use different approaches to recruit peer
supporter. Some announce the position in police department and

association newsletters , departmentwide memo ,at roll call, and at
union or a sociation meeting . The
Erie County, ew York, program
received several referrals from police a sociations when the vice
pre ident of the Western ew York
Police A ociation, a network of
law enforcement unions in the region, sent letters to its union members promoting the concept of peer
support and inviting members to
apply. BATF reviews its files to
identify agent who have survived
critical incidents. Review of past
alcoholrelated adverse actions
identify possi ble candidates for
the bureau's alcohol peer support
program. Bureau staff counselors
sometimes identify candidates from
among their clients.
A police department in Texas
combined several steps for recruiting peer supporters. First, the
agency asked officers to volunteer.
Then, it gave all officers in the
agency a peer survey form to complete and return anonymously on
which they ranked every officer in
the department on a 1 to 5 scale (I =
totally unqualified) in terms of how
effective each would be as a peer
supporter. The form provided a
short description of what peer support wa and a brief overview of the
activities peer supporter would
conduct. Before analyzing the responses, a team of three psychologists interviewed the applicants
about why they wanted to be peer
supporters and what skills they
to th . ral ~ . T
could hrin~
chologists also asked a series of
situational questions designed to
a se s the volunteer ' communication and listening skills, as well as
their ability to solve problems and

empathize. To qualify, volunteer
had to be approved by a psychologist and ranked highly by their
colleagues. Intere tingly, the six individuals selected by the psychologists also had the highe t average
ratings among their colleagues.?
Peer supporters who have been recommended by their fellow officer
are more likely to be accepted in
their new roles than if worn personnel had no say in their selection. 8
However, rejected applicants may
become resentful and damage the
peer support component by criticizing it in front of other officers.

develop selection criteria and institute recruitment procedures to ensure that only qualified officers are
chosen and accepted. An effecti ve
peer program depends on screening
out inappropriate officers. Peer supporters should be selected based on
some combination of the following
criteria:
• A reputation as omeone
whom others already seek
out for informal peer support
and who keeps information
confidential
• Quality of social skills and
ability to empathize
• Previous education and
training
• Several years of experience on
the treet
• Nomination by other officers
• Approval or recommendation
from the chief or other command staff
• Information provided in a
letter of interest
• Previous use of the program

An agency's command staff
should approve of the selections, as
well. Administrators who disagree
with the selections often do not encourage their use or make referrals
and even may not allow peer supporter to spend onduty time helping other officers.
om 1 ' flfof ill t
cies accept applicants for peer supporter positions solely on the basis
of a desire to help troubled colleagues. This is a mistake; instead,
the program director needs to

• Ability to complete the
training program successfully.
While some officers who have
recovered successfully from critical
incidents hould be chosen, peer
supporters also should have a variety of experience so that it becomes
possible to match peer supporters
with officers under stress based on
the similarity of their critical incidents . In addition to officers who
ha e experienced shootings, otflcers can be selected who have experienced the death of a police partner, been alcoholics, or lived
through family traumas, such as the
death of a child or spou e.
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Because officers usually are extremely reluctant to turn to anyone
of a different rank for peer support,
individuals of all ranks should be
encouraged to become peer supporters. The International Association of Chiefs of Police recommends that peer supporters not
assist " ... supervisors, subordinates,
or relatives."9 Program staff should
try to train several sergeants and
lieutenants as peer supporters so
that senior officers have someone of
their rank they can go to for assistance, as well as to increase support
for the peer program among command staff. It also is important to
recruit nonsworn employee and
family members as peer supporters.
Civilian personnel may feel uncomfortable sharing problems with officers, while family members may
feel that they can receive empathetic treatment only from other
family members.
In the past, some programs have
required that officers have counseling certificates or degrees in order
to become peer supporters. At one
time, the Dallas Police Department
required that peer supporters be
state-licensed counselors. The New
York City Police Department required its peer supporters, most of
whom worked with other officers
with drinking problems, to have
completed all of the requirements
leading to state certification as alcoholism counselors. However, most
programs do not have such stringent
requirements, and such certification
is not necessarily a prerequisite to
becoming an effective peer supporter. Still, in many states, certification serves an advantage by making conversations between peer

Training must emphasize the
need for peer supporters to avoid
providing therapy, to know their
limits as to what they can offer and
do, and to contact professionals
freely and immediately if they have
questions about how to proceed.
Training also should stress the need
for peer supporters to maintain
strict confidentiality unle s employees pose a threat to themselves
or others or have committed crimes.
In such cases, peer supporters must
explain what information cannot remain confidential.
Training typically involves lec... confidentiality
tures, demonstrations, and role-play
stands as
exercises. In some programs, staff
perhaps the
members videotape simulated supknottiest issue
port sessions and critique the interrelated to using
change. The 3-day training program
provided by the Long Beach, Calipeer supporters.
fornia, Police Department is divided into three parts: explanation,
demonstration, and performance.
During the training, instructors
Initial Training
present psychological principles
Peer candidates generally re- and later demonstrate them in a
ceive 3 to 5 days of training. The simulated counseling setting. The
DEA provides 64 hours of initial class then breaks into small groups
training, leading to certification of to practice the skills under the inpeer trauma team members, who structors' supervision. 10 Trainers in
then must receive 24 to 40 hours of the Rochester, New York, Police
additional training every 3 to 4 Department assess trainee proficiency using a 5-point scale to rate
years to remain certified.
Training should focus on devel- the officers on such parameters as
oping skills for active listening; rec- openness to learning and superviognizing and assessing officers' sion, self-awareness, listening
problems; determining the need for skills, objectivity, and the ability to
referral to professionals; and select- maintain confidentiality. The training the proper resource to provide ees must achieve a defined level of
professional assistance. Training proficiency before being allowed to
also may cover problem-solving work as peer supporters. II
The San Bernardino program
techniques, dealing with death,
and responding to relationship invites staff members from a county
employee assistance program that
problems.

supporters and other officers privileged communication.
Finally, officers should volunteer to be peer supporters, and
no external reward should come
with the position, such as enhanced
chances for promotion. Only truly
voluntary participation can ensure
that the assistance peer supporters give will be perceived as
genuine and, therefore, will prove
beneficial.

"

"

I

I .

serves law enforcement officers to
attend at least part of the training so
they will not feel a though the peer
supporters are competing with them
for clients. Staff member from another program encourage peer supporters to meet with private practitioner to allay fear about taking
away their business. 12 In fact, peer
supporters will need to refer some
individual to area professionals.
As a result, these profe sionals
should attend at least some of the
training so they understand the nature of the peer support program. 13

Follow-up Training
and Program Monitoring
Most programs provide followup to the initial training to reinforce
or expand the peer supporters '
skills, enable them to share and
learn from their experiences, and
monitor their activity. The peer supporters for the Rhode Island Centurion Program meet every 2 month
for 2 hour of additional training
provided by clinical staff from the
inpatient hospital the program u es
when clients need ho pitalization.
The training addresses topics in
which the peer supporters have expressed interest, such as confidentiality and suicide indicators. Every 3
months, the Counseling Team, a
group of professional therapi ts in
San Bernardino, California, that
provide tress services to a variety
of area law enforcement agencies,
offers a free, 3-hour follow-up training session to all peer supporters.
taff fro m h Coun e ing
Team and some other programs require that peer supporters complete
contact sheet logs. 14 The Coun eling Team also asks peer supporter

to complete a simple checklist for
each support e sion. The checklist
includes a ca e number and an indication of whether the person was
sworn or nonsworn; male or female;
management or non management;
and on-duty or off-duty. Also included is a list of stress-related issues for which the employee received support , ranging from
problems with co-workers to financial concerns to substance abuse.
The forms serve as a means to determine whether any peer supporters
are being overworked, not only on
the basis of the number of hours
they have been spending on support
but also as a result of transfers. By
u ing these forms, the director of
the Counseling Team learned that
two of three homicide detectives
erving as peer upporters in one
agency had been transferred, leaving the entire re pon"ihilit f pe r
support with one remaining detective. By asking peer supporters to
record their current shift assignment, the form also detect if too
many peer supporter are working

the arne shift, leaving other shifts
uncovered.
Finally, the forms may point to
temporary departmentwide problems that may need to be addressed.
For example, in one department,
three-fourths of all peer support
hour were being devoted to relationship problems; within a few
months, 19 officer had gotten divorced. As a result, the Counseling
Team offered a seminar on marriage and family support to the peer
supporters.
Stress programs must monitor
burnout among peer supporters,
both in terms of the ongoing, everyday support and also following particularly inten e incidents. If peer
supporters seem overwhelmed with
their caretaking re ponsibilitie , the
program manager may need to get
outside help. Local victimlwitne
as . tIe program and chaplains
can meet this need. To help prevent
peer burnout, the DEA offers an annual work hop called "Healing the
Healer" for all clinicians and peer
trauma team members who have
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responded to a critical incident in
the previou year.

OVERCOMING
LIMITATIONS
Several potential weaknesses of
peer programs exist. First, peer supporters cannot substitute for the services of mental health professionals. Just as some officers are
reluctant to seek professional help,
others are unwilling to talk with
peer supporters because they want
to be counseled by a professional or
because they fear a lack of confidentiality in talking with a peer.
Indeed, confidentiality stands
as perhaps the knottiest issue related to using peer supporters. Failure by peer supporters to maintain-and for management to
respect-the confidentiality of
what other officers say to a peer
supporter can sabotage a peer support program. Some agencies try to
ward off such threats. BATF emphasizes that peer supporters "are
mandated to maintain total and
complete confidentiality ... no written reports are made or maintained." Unfortunately, the office
grapevine may spread word of an
employee's troubles, inadvertently
damaging a peer supporter's reputation. Georgia's peer support program may solve this dilemma.
There, the Peace Officer Standards
and Training Council staff set up
peer support teams in each of the
state's 10 emergency health regions. Members of each region's
team provide peer support to the
public safety agencies within its jurisdiction, so employees need not
turn to a co-worker for help. IS
More important, however,
communication between peer

supporters and officers usually is
not considered privileged conversation under the law, regardless of department rules, because peer supporters are not licensed mental
health professionals. A a result,
courts and police supervisors have
the legal right to ask what was said
during these interactions. Thi lack
of confidentiality under the law can
present a major barrier to peer
support during critical incident
debriefings.

"

... peer support
programs can
provide a significant
source of
assistance in every
law enforcement
agency.

"

For example, during stress
debriefings after critical incidents,
officers who participate in the incident sometimes make statements
that could be construed as admissions of wrongdoing, including
comments that begin with such
phrases as "I should have ... " or "If
only I had .... " Law enforcement
agencies cannot offer immunity
from civil and criminal litigation to
clinically unlicensed officers who
participate in a debriefing to offer
social support and are asked later to
testify at departmental hearings or
in civil and criminal proceedings
about what they heard. As a result,
program taff must warn officers

who obtain counseling not to say
anything incriminating during a
counseling or debriefing session
with other officers or when speaking privately with a peer supporter.
Because peer supporters can be subpoenaed to testify during officer
use-of-force trials and administrative hearings, they should not participate in group or individual
debriefings following such incidents. However, licensed professional program staff who conduct
debriefings and who are protected
under certification law in state statute and by Rule 501 of the Federal
Rules of Evidence cannot be forced
to testify.
Even peer supporters who have
considerable training in counseling-but still are not licensedmay not be protected by confidentiality laws, depending on the
definitions of various types of counselors in state statutes. A Massachusetts state trooper had nearly 300
hours of formal training in stress
management, psychology, and related courses and several years of
counseling experience both at a local chemical-dependency treatment
center and his department's employee assistance unit before being
assigned to the unit full time. Although he wa not licensed, he considered himself a social worker.
Moreover, because his department's policy deemed confidential
all counseling provided through the
employee assistance unit, the peer
supporter told other troopers seeking his help that their communication would be kept in confidence.
In March 1995, a woman filed
assault and battery and other criminal charge against a trooper whom
the peer supporter had assisted; the

The Benefits and Limitations of Peer Supporters
Benefits

Lim itations

• Provide in tant credibility and ability to
empathize

• Cannot provide the profe sional care that
licen ed mental health practitioner can

• As i t fellow employee who are reluctant
to talk with mental health professionals

• May try to offer full-scale coun eling that
they are not equipped to provide

• Recommend the program to other employee by attesting credibly to its confidentiality and concern

• May be rejected by employee who want to
talk only with a profes ional coun elor

• Provide immediate assistance due to
acce sibility

• May be avoided by employees because of
the fear that problems will not be kept
confidential

• Detect incipient problems because of their
daily contact with co-worker

• Require time, effort, and patience to screen,
train, and supervi e

• Less expensive than professionals

• May expose themselves and the department
to legal liability

trooper was suspended from active
duty. The peer upporter subsequently provided additional help to
the trooper on several occasions.
The peer supporter's record were
subpoenaed for the trooper's trial ,
but the supporter petitioned for a
protective order, alleging that because he was a social worker employed by the state, his conversations with the trooper were privileged communication.
Disagreement centered on the
state's definition of a social worker.
The law specified that "all communications between ...a ocial worker
employed in a state, county or municipal governmental agency and
a client are confidential, '16 but
the court maint . ed that th p r
supporter wa not, in fact, a 0cial worker because he was not licensed. The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court later upheld the confidentiality of the

trooper's conver ations with the
peer supporter. 17
Finally, communication between peer supporter and other officers is never confidential if the
officers being offered support appear to be a danger to themselves or
to other, have engaged in child or
pousal abu e, or have committed
other crime. To minimize legal
complications, agencies should
consult with a local attorney regarding their tate laws and court rulings
pertaining to confidentiality.
Confidentiality is ue notwithstanding, in some situation , using
officers to provide peer support to
colleagues in the same agency may
not prove effective. BATF officials
cf J lIot to u~e
peer supporters
who are located in the jurisdiction
of critical incidents involving large
numbers of agents because the peer
supporters may be too everely
affected themselves by the incident

to be able to help their colleagues .
For example, after the bombing of
the federal building in Oklahoma
City in 1995, the BATF flew in
eight peer upporters who contacted
affected agents, their family members, and agents from other jurisdictions assigned to inve tigate the explosion. In the initial stage, the peer
supporters allowed the visiting
agents to continue their work without debriefing them but tried to remain visible, a task facilitated by
the number of agent who already
knew some of the peer upporters.
Peer supporters also stayed with
urvivors and their families at hospital and in homes.
About three-fourths of thf'
agent ' spouses attended the first
voluntary meeting with the peer
supporter in Oklahoma City. At
this meeting, the peer supporters
discussed the ymptoms of stre
the agent and their pouse could
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expect to experience. A seco nd
meeting with spouses included their
children. Next, the peer supporters
approached all of the BATF employees, starting with those who
had been in the building at the time
of the explosion. Anticipating that
some employees might be intimidated by mental health professionals, only peer supporters ran these
initial sessions. Individuallevel
contact continued as the peer supporters encouraged everyone to approach them voluntarily. The employee assistance program mental
health professionals were then integrated into the process.
Finally, in some jurisdictions,
general issues of legal liability may
make it unwise to establish a peer
support program at all. For this reason, the MetroDade Police Department's stress program does not include a peer component, while the
New York City Police Department
requires that its peer supporters become certified alcoholism counselors. Agencies need to examine the
issue of liability carefully to determine whether they will be immune
from lawsuits if a peer supporter
trained by their agency is accused of
causing harm to another officer.

CONCLUSION
Professional stress services will
remain essential for helping law enforcement officers cope with the
pressure of police work. However,
peer support programs can provide
outlets for officers who are unwilling or not yet ready to seek professional help, make professional services acceptable to reluctant officers, and furnish assistance that
only peers may have the time

or understandin g to provide. A
number of law enforcement agencies already have demonstrated that
officers will welcomeat least
over timethe help peer support
programs can provide. Moreover,
when employees get the help they
need, their agencies also benefit.
Sensitively and conscientiously
implemented , peer support programs can provide a significant
source of assistance in every law
enforcement agency . ..

"

Officers who have
been involved in
critical incidents
themselves can
provide effective
support to fellow
officers....
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Police Ethics: Crisis in Law
Enforcement by Tom Barker, Ph.D. , published
by Charles C. Thomas, Springfield, Illinois,
1996.
Ethical problems are encountered in every
profession, including law enforcement. The
behavior of all law enforcement officers must
conform to recognized ethical standards. By
providing law enforcement officers and supervisors with an understanding of ethical behavior,
Police Ethics: Crisis in Law Enforcement serves
as a training manual for new officers and as a
refresher for experienced officers.
In the preface, the author states that his
objective is to provide law enforcement with an
understanding of ethical behavior as it relates to
the police occupation. The author succeeds in
providing a concise overview of basic ethical
issues facing the modern police agency.
The author begins by asking the perennial
question of whether the work of law enforcement constitutes a profession. In finding that
law enforcement has not reached certain standards required of a profession, the author argues
that the true issue to be addressed is whether
law enforcement officers can behave professionally. This is where ethics becomes essential.
The next four chapters dissect the Law
Enforcement Code of Ethics. While discussing
the weaknesses of some provisions of the code,
the author advises that it provides an overall
model for professional conduct by police
officers. In analyzing the sections of the code
that address the private lives of law enforcement
officials, the author states that the status of
being a law enforcement officer makes such
provisions neces ary in a code of ethics. The
book addresses more universally acknowledged
off-duty misconduct such as drug and alcohol
abuse, Instead of discussing how issues such
as homosexuality and cohabitation are viewed
in light of the code's requirement that law

enforcement officers " ... keep [their] private life
unsullied." We live in times where behavior
seen by some individuals as acceptable or
unsullied may be seen by others as misconduct
for a law enforcement officer. The author chose
to make the accepted point that even off-duty
misconduct warrants punishment, as opposed to
addressing the ethical question of what constitutes unsullied behavior. The remainder of the
book discusses forms of misconduct and
corruption and ways to control them. These
chapters offer practical examples with which
most officers can identify.
The author writes in an easily understood
style and avoids the heavy-handed academic
prose found in other texts addressing these
areas. He offers a practical, well-rounded
proposal for the police administrator to use in
developing a program to both prevent misconduct and to deal with it if it occurs. Of particular interest is the author's discussion of the
need to inform the general public of what the
department expects of its police officers and
what role the public needs to play to ensure the
success of these expectations. Corruption and
misconduct too often appear as internal police
problems, not matters of public responsibility.
This timely work offers many examples
and a few ideas for the police administrator to
consider in the area of law enforcement ethics.
It is not, and does not attempt to be, an academic dissertation on the subject. For the police
administrator looking for an overview of law
enforcement ethics, and for the new police
officer interested in guidelines and warning
signs, Police Ethics: Crisis in Law Enforcement
is ideal.
Reviewed by
ich IE. Br
Office of Law Enforcement Ethics
FBI Academy
Quantico, Virginia

Telecommunications Fraud
Opportunities for Techno-Criminals
By JOHN T. O'BRIEN, M.S.

T

he 1990s have been called
the communications decade. New communication
systems spring up seemingly overnight, and existing systems have expanded rapidly. This has been a
great convenience and even a lifesaver for many citizens. At the same
time, it has created opportunities for
fraud.
Whether they use false information to establish customer accounts or employ technologically
sophisticated means to steal
account information, techno-criminals target both innocent citizens
and telecommunication carriers

t;Al'OI"aunem Bull .

with a variety of fraudulent
schemes. Yet, despite the advanced
technology used by some offenders,
law enforcement agencies can combat these crimes using traditional
methods. Succes ful resolution of
cases involving telecommunications fraud often depends on partnerships with service providers,
combined with an understanding of
the nature of the crimes.

Telecommunications Systems
The communication systems in
the greatest demand by consumers
are cellular telephone and personal
communication services (peS).

Although cellular telephone and
personal communication services
differ in their technology and the
regulatory requirements, the two
terms often are used interchangeably. Both are portable methods of
communication between a moving
subscriber and the land line telephone system. In both service,
subscribers use a portable handset
to establish a connection through a
cell site. The cell site serves as a
base station for a specific geographic area called a cell. In a large
city, a cell may cover only a few
blocks. In a rural area, one cell may
encompass several square miles. As

a moving ubscriber travels from
one cell to another, the connection
automatically tran fers to the new
cell site.
Types of Fraud
Cellular telephone and PCS
fraud can be divided into low-tech
fraud and high-tech fraud. Subscription fraud is the least sophisticated and the most common form of
fraud. One consulting firm estimated that subscription fraud account for 80 percent of all PCS
fraud. ' Individuals establish ervice
using fal e credential, including
their name , social security numbers, credit reference, and alary
information . They u e the service
but never pay for it. The carrier
eventually disconnects the ervice
but never recovers the cost or lost
revenue.
Though disconnected by the
home carrier, the e individuals can
continue to place calls by doing so
from outside the home carrier's service area. The time delay between
the delivery of this roaming service
and the report of the service to the
home carrier makes this type of
fraud, called roaming fraud , possible. Roaming fraud proves especially co tly becau e the home
carrier remains responsible for paying the charges owed to the carrier
that provided the roaming service.
All cellular telephone and PCS carriers will be required to provide
nationwide roaming service by June
1999. This will create greater oppOITunilie for roanung traud.
The most prevalent form of
high-tech fraud is cloning fraud. Indi viduals acquire legi timate account information either by outright

theft from a carrier or by on-the-air
interception. On-the-air interception of account information i posible whenever a cellular or PCS
telephone i turned on, even if it is
not being u ed.
Armed with omeone el e's account number , the thief programs
them into a cellular or PCS telephone, creating a clone of the legitimate phone. After the home carrier
has disconnected the service, the
user may continue to place calls by
using roaming ervice, thus committing roaming fraud.
Any cellular telephone or PCS
network is vu lnerable to low-tech
fraud. The vulnerability of a cellular or PCS network to high-tech
fraud depends on the technology the
carrier employs.

Vulnerability to
High-tech Fraud
Most cellu lar telephone carriers use advanced mobile phone

service (AMPS). AMPS transmits
an unencrypted analog frequency
modulated (FM) signal, which can
be intercepted with any FM receiver uch a a scanner. Scanner
manufactured or sold in the United
State normally block the e frequencie ; however, they can be
modified, often as easily as removing one or two wires. A television
et with an ultrahigh frequency
tuner (UHF) also can be modified to
receive cellular telephone frequencie . As a result, AMPS technology
is especially vulnerable to cloning
fraud and eavesdropping.
Cellular telephone carrier
in larger cities employ a secondgeneration cellular telephone
technology called time divi ion
multiple access (TDMA). It digitizes the subscriber's account information and voice and turns them
into a high-speed stream of binary
digits. A telephone using TDMA
technology transmits its digitized

"

Subscription
fraud is the least
sophisticated
and the most
common form of
fraud.

"
Special Agent O'Brien serves in the
FBI's Washington, D.C. office.
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information only during an as- gltlmate account information by
signed time slot a mere several outright theft, the expense and efthousandths of a second long. These fort required to counterfeit a SIM
binary digits sent in intermittent probably would not prove costbursts of incomplete information effective for the thief. However,
make TOM A less vulnerable to recent reports indicate that some encloning fraud and eavesdropping. terprising individuals have develThe carrier also may encrypt the oped a way to counterfeit SIMs ussignal, adding even more security.
ing a laptop computer and other
Some TOMA carriers do not peripheral equipment. 2
completely cover their service areas. In these areas, subscribers use
dual-mode telephones that transition to AMPS if TOMA is not available. When this happens, the tele... techno-criminals
phone becomes more vulnerable to
target both innocent
cloning fraud and eavesdropping.
citizens and
Personal communication services carriers use one of several diftelecommunications
ferent technologies on their netcarriers with a
works. The two most common are
variety
of fraudulent
global system for mobile communischemes.
cations (GSM) and code division
multiple access (COMA). In GSM
communications, a subscriber's account information and voice are
digitized and transmitted during an
In theory, GSM should be imassigned time slot. The account information is stored in a subscriber mune to roaming fraud, as well beidentity module (SIM). The SIM is cause a GSM carrier can require
either a postage-stamp size, which that the home system verify every
remains inside the telephone, or a challenge and response of a roamcredit-card size, which the user in- ing subscriber. In practice, howserts before making a call and re- ever, authenticating every roaming
call adds considerable non billable
moves afterward.
When a subscriber initiates a communications to an alreadytelephone call, the GSM network overloaded network. As a result,
challenges the SIM in a process some carriers do not require home
known as authentication. If the SIM system verification. Without it, a
responds correctly, the GSM net- fraudulent subscriber can continue
work connects the call. GSM calls to use roaming service even after
are encrypted using information being disconnected by the home
carrier.
stored in the SIM.
COMA, the second type of
Experts believe that GSM remains immune to cloning fraud. PCS technology, makes unauthoEven if an individual obtained le- rized reception difficult. COMA

"

"
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first digitizes the signal then adds
the subscriber's code to these digits.
Only a COMA receiver with the
subscriber's code can receive the
transmission. COMA transmits
subscriber information over the
same band of frequencies at the
same time but uses unique codes to
differentiate subscribers.
Although it offers an inherent
degree of privacy, COMA is not
considered secure unless the signal
also is encrypted. Many carriers
who employ COMA technology
plan to incorporate encryption into
their services. Still, after several
weeks of effort, the research team
from a consulting firm that specializes in cryptography broke the encryption scheme used in COMA
and TOMA.3 Nevertheless, COMA
is considered protected against unauthorized interception of account
information and conversations.

The Cost of Fraud
The Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA)
estimated that PCS and cellular
fraud cost carriers $440 million in
1994, $650 million in 1995, and
$710 million in 1996.4 Fraud can be
divided into hard fraud, that is, the
actual dollars a defrauded carrier
loses, and soft costs, which represent revenues the carrier cannot collect from fraudulent subscribers.
When a call is routed from a
cellular or PCS carrier's network to
a recipient's home or business telephone, it is carried by the local
telephone company. The cellular or
PCS carrier pays a local interconnect charge for this service. In addition, the home carrier pays wholesale roaming charges when one of

it sub cribers uses roaming service
in another carrier's service area.
Wholesale long-distance charges
al 0 apply to calls carried by a longdi tance carrier.
The carrier normally bills a
sub criber for a monthly ervice
charge plus retail airtime charge . If
the subscriber use roaming ervice
or places long-distance call , the
carrier bills these charge , a well.
All of these charges represent revenues the carrier cannot collect
from fraudulent subscriber.

Fraud Detection
Given the high cost of fraud ,
carriers employ various fraud-detection measures. Usually softwarebased, these programs attempt to
identify fraudulent subscribers and
cloned telephones. Some fraud-detection software create a profile for
a legitimate subscriber. It then
monitors the subscriber's activity
and compares it to the profile. If
actual use deviate significantly
from the profile, the system generates an alarm and notifies the
carrier's loss-prevention or security
personnel .
Other software monitors activity and flags certain calls-such as
simultaneous calls from the same
ubscriber, high call counts, call to
or from pay telephone , calls to or
from uspicious locations, and call s
at suspicious time of the day. Exceeding a predetermined threshold
generates an alarm and notifie security personnel.

Fraud Prevention
Carriers also institute various
fraud-prevention measure to prevent a fraudulent subscriber from

completing a call. The e methods
usually are hardware-ba ed. Most
carriers can provide ubscribers
with a four-digit per onal identification number (PIN), which users
mu t enter to complete a call. Some
AMPS carrier tran mit the PIN and
the account information over different frequencie to make it more difficult for thieve to intercept and
use the PIN.
Authentication al 0 erves as a
fraud-prevention measure, and a
growing number of carrier are employing the technique. However,
authentication is not available for
AMPS.
Radio frequency (RF) fingerprinting detects subtle characteristic of the radio signals transmitted by cellular telephones. It can
recognize the differences between
the signals transmitted by a legiti-

mate phone and a clone. The network can prevent a cloned phone
from completing a call. Carriers can
exchange RF fingerprints to allow a
carrier out ide the home service
area to recognize a legitimate
roamer from a clone.

Investigation
Criminal , particularly organized-crime associates and drug
dealer , have grown increasingly
wary of law enforcement's ability
to monitor their telephone activity.
Many of them want cloned phones
for ecurity. Other criminals step
forward to meet the demand, offering cloned phones for ale or programming a customer's phone for a
fee. Law enforcement personnel
houJd remain alert for source information indicating that someone is
providing cloned phones.

Fraudulent Programmer

C

linton Wat on of San Jose, California, wrote a software
program that allowed fraudulent sub cribers to program account information into cellular phones. After receiving an unusually large number of call at hi home from
customers u ing cloned phones, Watson attracted the attention of a local cellular service provider, which contacted the
U.S. Secret Service. In April 1994, the Secret Service and the
San Jose Police Department executed a search warrant at his
home. At the time, he was on probation for a 1988 conviction for cellular telephone cloning. In May 1996, he was
sentenced to 5 years in prison, 3 years' probation, and
100 oon
it ' n for Hular t I l un fl aud. He al 0
received an additional year in prison for probation violation.
Source: 'They Clone by Night," Teie.com, August 1996.
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Undercover operations have
met with some success. In one case,
the U.S. Secret Service set up a
computer bulletin board system to
purchase stolen cellular telephone
account information. The sting, Operation Cybersnare, netted suspects
who stole millions of dollars worth
of data. s Storefront operations that
sell and program purportedly
cloned phones also have proven
successful, as did Operation
Cellmate. This joint effort between
the state attorney's office in Jacksonville, Florida, the U.S . Secret
Service, and the Naval Criminal investigative Service, snared close to
100 suspects, many of whom used
the cloned phones they purchased to
engage in other illegal enterprises. 6
In each of these cases, the cellular phone company provided valuable assistance. In fact, most cellular and PCS carriers will work
with law enforcement agencies to
identify and prosecute fraudulent

subscribers. However, telecommunications carriers are not equipped
to provide the telephone number
and location of a subscriber in real
time. Thus, although undercover
operations have successfully identified fraudulent subscribers, PCS
and cellular carriers usually cannot
contact law enforcement agencies
quickly enough to catch a fraudulent user in the act. The most costeffective option is to disconnect the
service and absorb the loss.
This situation may change,
however. Beginning in April 1998,
cellular and PCS carriers will be
required to provide public safety
agencies with the telephone number
and cell site location of a subscriber
making a 911 call. By October
2001, carriers will be required to
provide the location within 125
meters. These regulations are not
meant to serve as fraud-prevention
measures; rather, they represent a
solution to the growing number of

Brooklyn Bandits

I

n July 1996, members of an electronic fraud task force
that included U.S. Secret Service agents and New York
police officers arrested Abraham Romy and Irina Bashkavich
of Brooklyn, New York. Over a 6-month period, the pair
allegedly used equipment mounted on the windowsilI of their
14th floor apartment to steal account information from more
than 80,000 cellular phones in vehicles traveling on the
nearby Belt Parkway. A Secret Service official declared
the illegal operation the largest ever uncovered by law
enforcement.
Source: Bob Twigg and Carol J. Castaneda, "Pair Held in
Largest Cell Phone Ripoff," USA Today, July 3, 1996.
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calls to public safety agencies from
cellular or PCS subscribers in distress and unsure of their locations.
At the same time that these regulations would help pinpoint the location of 911 callers in need of assistance, they would prove helpful for
fraud prevention and other law enforcement operations.
With the ability to provide telephone number and location information, the odds of catching criminals in the act and obtaining
prosecution and possibly restitution
will increase. The effectiveness of
this strategy will depend on the relationship between the law enforcement agency and the carrier. Investigators interested in pursuing PCS
or cellular fraud cases should contact the carriers in their service areas to determine their interest in establishing liaison and providing
referrals.
Two recently introduced pieces
of legislation also may help to combat cellular phone fraud. The first,
the Cellular Telephone Privacy Act,
makes it illegal to use a scanner
with the "intent to defraud," specifically to capture a cellular phone's
electronic serial number and use it
to obtain unauthorized services.
The second bill, the Wireless Telephone Protection Act, makes it a
crime to use a scanner to capture
cellular phone codes. It also asks
the U.S. Sentencing Commission to
amend sentencing guidelines for
cloning. 7 If passed, these two bills
may deter individuals from committing fraud.

Conclusion
Demand for cellular telephone and personal communication

services continues to grow. In response, service provider u e increasingly sophi ticated technology
to squeeze more conver ations into
the available frequency bands. At
the same time, they must defend
themsel ves and their customers
against the increasing number of
criminals who seek to exploit weaknesses in the network to commit
fraud.
When law enforcement agencies team up with telecommunications companies, they gain insight into the technology used by

legitimate and illicit ubscribers
aljke. More important, they form a
united front from which to combat
the various forms of telecommunication fraud. In doing 0 , they anwer the caLI of the victims of
today's information society. "
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Investigative Detention
Constitutional Constraints
on Police Use of Force
By JOHN C. HALL

T

he U.S. Supreme Court defines a "seizure" of a person as "a governmental termination of freedom of movement
through means intentionally applied.") Within that definition, the
Court has recognized different
types of seizures, depending upon
the degree of governmental interference with a person's liberty. An arrest constitutes the highest level of
interference and must be supported
by probable cause. But in Terry v.
Ohio,2 the Court recognized that
law enforcement officers "may, in
appropriate circumstances and in an
appropriate manner, approach a
person for the purposes of investigating possible criminal behavior
even though there is no probable
cause to make an arrest."3
The factual standard of "reasonable suspicion" is sufficient to
justify a Terry stop. Although the
stop is clearly a Fourth Amendment
seizure and the person is not free to
leave,4 the scope of the stop still is
presumably less intrusive than an
arrest. The higher standard of probable cause applies if the level of
intrusion is not justified by the cir- to take the necessary steps to both
cumstances of an investigative stop. enforce the stop and protect themThe level of force used by the selves. The Supreme Court has obpolice is one of the most signifi- served that "the right to make an
cant factors relating to the reason- arrest or investigatory stop necableness of a particular intrusion. essarily carries with it the right to
When officers posse s the requisite use some degree of physical coerreasonable suspicion to make an cion or threat thereof to effect it."5
investigative stop, they are allowed This article discusse constitutional

constraints on police conduct when
enforcing an investigatory stop.

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
The challenge for law enforcement officers conducting investigative detentions is to tailor the level
of force to fit the circumstances.
The consequences for failing to do

so can be somewhat different, and
more costly, than if the same occurs
during an arrest. For example, the
integrity of an arrest based on probable cause will seldom be affected
by an officer's use of excessive
force. While officers may be liable
for damages resulting from their
unconstitutional actions, it is unlikely that evidence obtained incident to that arrest will be suppressed because the arrest itself was
lawful. On the other hand, the use of
excessive force during an investigative detention will likely be viewed
by the courts as converting the stop
into an arrest without the requi ite
probable cause. The consequences
can be both civil suits against the
police and suppression of evidence.
A federal appellate court recently
explained:
"The scope of activities during
an investigatory detention
must reasonably be related to
the circumstances that initially
justified the stop. When
actions by the police exceed
the bounds permitted by
reasonable suspicion, the
seizure becomes an arrest and
must be supported by probable
cause."6
The Supreme Court has cautioned that the Fourth Amendment
standard of "reasonableness" is not
conducive to "precise definition or
mechanical application."? There is
no simple formula to be memorized.
On the positive side, the relative
ambig uity in thi
cept of "r sonableness" provides the necessary flexibility that permits officers
to deal with the inherent variables
of everyday law enforcement. The
Supreme Court recognizes this
point:

"We understand the desirability of providing law enforcement authorities with a clear
rule to guide their conduct.
Nevertheless, we question the
wisdom of a rigid ... limitation.
Such a limit would undermine
the equally important need to
allow authorities to graduate
their responses to the demands
of any particular situation."g
In the absence of bright line
rules, it may be taken as a general
rule that officers engaged in investigative detentions should avoid
levels of force normally associated
with arrests-physical restraint,
detention inside a police car, display of weapons, or the use of handcuffs. As the following cases illustrate, it is not true that using
such levels of force will never be
reasonable in an investigative detention or that their use always converts a detention into a de facto arrest. One federal appellate court has
observed:

"This doctrinal flexibility
allows officers to take the
steps necessary to protect
themselves when they have
adequate reason to believe
that stopping and questioning
the suspect will pose particular
risks to their safety ... .It is
because we consider both
the inherent danger of the
situation and the intrusiveness of the police action,
that pointing a weapon at
a suspect, and handcuffing
him, or ordering him to lie
on the ground, or placing him
in a police car will not automatically convert an investigatory stop into an arrest
that requires probable cause."9
Whether the level of force
used by police in a given case
is reasonable depends on a variety
of factors. The following cases illustrate "reasonable" police use of
particular levels of force during investigative detentions.

"

The level of force used
to effect an investigative
stop must be tailored
to the facts and
circumstances
confronting law
enforcement officers
at the time that the
seizure occurs. "

Special Agent Hall is a legal
instructor at the FBI Academy.
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REASONABLE
USES OF FORCE
Physical Restraint
When police officers have the
reasonable suspicion necessary to
justify an investigative stop, the
suspect is not free to walk away,
and officers may use reasonable
force to prevent the suspect from
doing so. Physically grabbing suspects after lawfully commanding
them to stop is a relatively nonintrusive means for officers to encourage compliance.
In U.S. v. Dotson,IOa police officer who was assisting an Internal
Revenue Service Agent in a suspected money laundering case
stopped the suspect in a vehicle.
When the suspect started to get out
of the car, the officer ordered him to
remain inside. The suspect disregarded the officer's command and
continued to get out of the car. The
officer then placed his hand on the
suspect's shoulder to prevent him
running away. When the IRS Agent
arrived at the scene, he placed the
suspect under arrest. In an attempt
to suppress cocaine and other evidence of drug activity recovered incident to the arrest, the defendant
asserted that the officer's use of
physical restraint amounted to an
arrest for which there was no probable cause. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit rejected that argument and concluded
that the officer had reasonable suspicion to justify an investigative
stop and that his use of physical
restraint to prevent the suspect from
running away did not convert it into
an arrest.
A similar re ult was reached in
Gallegos v. City of Colorado

Springs," where two officers attempted to stop a man to inquire
about reports of a prowler and other
disturbances in the area. When the
officers fir t approached the man,
they detected a strong odor of alcohol and ob erved that he appeared
to be distraught and upset. The suspect ignored the officers' questions
and continued to walk down the
sidewalk. On three separate occasions, one of the officers grabbed
the suspect's arm in an effort to stop
him, and each time, the suspect

"

An investigative
detention is a
forcible seizure,
governed by the
'reasonableness '
standard of the
Fourth Amendment.

"

jerked free and continued to walk
away. When one of the officers
grabbed the suspect by the shoulder, the suspect clenched his fists,
turned to face the officers, and
dropped into a crouch "similar to a
wrestler's position." In response to
the suspect's actions, one officer
applied an arm bar maneuver to the
suspect' s right arm, while the second officer grabbed his left arm and
initiated a take-down action. The
suspect later filed a lawsuit against
the police officers and the department under Title 42, U.S. Code,
Section 1983, alleging violation of
his Fourth Amendment rights. The
suspect claimed that the officers

stopped him without reasonable
suspicion and u ed excessive force
in the process.
The U.S. Court of Appeal for
the Tenth Circuit ruled that the officers did not violate the uspect'
Fourth Amendment rights because
the initial stop of the suspect was an
investigative detention supported
by a reasonable suspicion that the
suspect was involved in criminal
activity. Moreover, the court found
the level of force used by the officers was reasonable in light of the
suspect's "strange and aggressive
conduct.. .. "1 2

Detention Inside a Police Vehicle
Placing a suspect inside a police vehicle is another level of restraint that could affect the reasonableness of an investigative detention. In U.s. v. Bradshaw,13 an officer stopped an automobile after
observing what appeared to be an
altered temporary tag in the rear
window. When the driver got out of
the car, the officer asked him to sit
in the back of the police car while
he checked the driver's license and
vehicle certification. A second officer on routine patrol stopped to
assist. When the second officer
peered into the suspect vehicle's
passenger window he observed
what appeared to be a plastic bag
containing marijuana. While retrieving the bag, the officer also discovered a revolver. In a motion to
suppress the marijuana and the gun,
the defendant claimed that his detention inside the police vehicle
amounted to an arrest without probable cause.
The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit affirmed the
trial court's denial of the motion to

suppre . While noting that detention in a police car may ri e to
the level of an arrest, particularly
when the purposes of the initial
top have been completed,14 it doe
not automatically do o. The court
ob erved:
"Detention in a patrol car for
everal minutes is merely a
normal part of police procedure for identifying delinquent
driver and does not constitute
a custodial arrest."15

Display of Weapons
Although deadly force is not a
viable option for enforcing an investigative stop, officers may frequently feel the need to display firearms during such stops as a means
of discouraging aggre ive behavior by potentially dangerous suspects. However, courts generally
view the display of weapons by police as a factor that "increases the
seriousness of the top."16The U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit has described the impact of
a drawn gun in the e terms:
"The significance of the
pointed gun is that it makes the
encounter far more frightening
than if the officer' gun
remains holstered, or even
drawn but pointed down at hi
side; and certainly where the
danger of the encounter to the
officer, though potentially
serious, i not clear and
pre ent, the deliberate pointing
of a un at th
peet is
problematic." 17
Despite these concerns, most
courts have rejected the view that
the di play of weapons during an investigative stop always converts the

top into an arrest. IS In U.S. v.
Conyers,19 for example, police officers blocked a drug u pect' s vehicle with their police car, and one
of the officers drew hi handgun,
approached the u pect, and ordered him to raise his hands over
his head. In an effort to suppress a
weapon and cocaine discovered in
his possession, Conyers a serted
that the investigative top was unreasonable, in part, because of the
level of force used, i.e. blocking his
car with the police vehicle, and display of the gun.
Photo C K.L. Morrison

investigatory stop " (emphasis
added). 21
With re pect to displaying the
weapon, the court reasoned that
"because tho e who transport drug
often carry (and all too often u e) a
firearm ... ,"22 the officer was reasonable in drawing his weapon for his
own protection a he approached
the u pect s car. The court al 0 observed that whereas 30 year ago it
might have been unreasonable for
police officers to assume that a suspected drug dealer in a car would be
armed, "nowadays 'it could well be
foolhardy for an officer to assume
otherwi e. "'23

Handcuffing a Suspect

Both the federal district and appellate courts rejected the subject's
argument. Observing that "[i]t is
common for a di tributor in possesion of drugs to flee when confronted by the police ... ,"2o the U.S.
Court of Appeal for the District of
Columbia concluded:
" ...the detaining officer did
not act unreasonabl when
they pulled their cruiser in
front of Conyers' car. An
officer may take whatever
steps are reasonably necessary
to prevent a subject from
fleeing during the course of an

One of the mo t common symbols of an arrest in this country i
police use of handcuffs. Consequently, when a police officer
places a person in handcuffs, it invites the perception that an arrest
has occurred. In pite of that perception, most courts have declined
to adopt a blanket rule that using
handcuff to restrain a person under
all circumstances is tantamount to
an arrest.
In U.S. v. Blackman, 24 FBI
agents investigating two armed
bank robberies ordered four su pects out of an apartment and handcuffed them while they made inqUlfle into the robberies . The
suspect eventually confessed to the
robberies, but later sought to uppr
th onfj . n b ai>serling
that they were unlawfully arrested
without probable cause. One of the
significant factor they cited to upport their claim was the use of handcuffs to detain them. Affirming the
federal trial court' rejection of the
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defendants ' assertions, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh
Circuit concluded:
"In this case, the FBI agents
had a reasonable suspicion that
the occupants of the apartment
committed the two bank
robberies ....In light of the
violent nature of the robberies,
of the number of suspects (four
adult males) involved, and of
the agents' need to protect
themselves, the agents' act of
calling for the defendants to
come out of the apartment and
handcuffing them once they
were out ofdoors was not
unreasonable" (emphasis
added).25
The cases discussed thus far
provide examples of police use of
various levels of force during investigative detentions that were viewed
as reasonable by the courts. The following cases emphasize that while
these various levels of force may be
reasonable under some circumstances, they may be unreasonable
in others.

UNREASONABLE
USE OF FORCE
In Washington v. Lambert,26 a
police officer saw two men who, in
his opinion, matched the descriptions of two armed robbery suspects. With the assistance of other
officers, the two men were stopped
at gunpoint, ordered out of their car,
handcuffed, and placed in separate
police cars for about 25 minutes.
They were released when computer
checks failed to disclose outstanding warrants or any other reasons
for continuing the detentions. The
two men filed a lawsuit against the

officers under Title 42, U.S. Code,
Section 1983, alleging violations of
their Fourth Amendment rights .
Summary judgment was granted to
all of the officer except the one
who had initiated the stop because
the trial judge concluded that he had
caused what a reasonable officer
should have known was an arrest
without probable cause.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit concurred in the
lower court's judgment that the
level of intrusion reached that of
an arrest and that there was no

"

...most courts have
declined to adopt a
blanket rule that using
handcuffs to restrain a
person under all
circumstances is
tantamount to an
arrest.

"

probable cause to support it. Although the crime at issue was armed
robbery, the court cited that the lack
of specific information undermined
the officers' authority to take the
aggressive action described in this
case. Noting that the similarity of
the two men to the descriptions of
the robbery suspects was "general,"
the court stated that "the more specific the information that leads the
officers to suspect that the individuals ... are the actual suspects ... [and that they] are likely to
forcibly resist...the more reasonable

the decision to use extraordinary
measures to ensure the officers'
safety."27
Because the similarity of description was "tenuous," the court
focused closely on any other factors
that could have led the officers to
believe that such force was necessary. The court identified four factors that could justify the use of
"especially intrusive means of effecting a stop":
• The suspect is uncooperative
or takes action at the scene that
raises a reasonable possibility
of danger or flight
• The police have information
that the suspect is currently
armed
• The stop closely follows a
violent crime
• The police have information
that a crime is about to occur
that may involve violence.
Noting that "some combination
of these factors may also justify the
use of aggressive police action
without causing an investigatory
stop to tum into an arrest," the court
held that in the absence of any of
them, "the use of such aggressive
and highly intrusive tactics is not
warranted .... "28
A similar result was reached in
Oliveira v. Mayer,29 where six officers in six police cars stopped a
vehicle containing three burglary
suspects. The officers ordered the
suspects out of their car at gunpoint,
required them to kneel or lie down,
handcuffed them, and placed them
in separate police cars. In a civil
action against the police alleging
violations of federal constitutional
rights, a federal district court ruled

as a matter of law that the police
action violated the plaintiff ' constitutional rights.
The U.S . Court of Appeal for
the Second Circuit concurred and
reviewed the different level of force
used by the police as follow :
"Standing alone, no single
factor would necessarily
convert the plaintiffs' detention from a Terry stop into a
de facto arrest. Indeed, court
have occasionally concluded
that a particular detention wa
a permissible Terry top even
though it involved a few of the
intru ive elements pre ent in
thi case .... Yet, the defendant
do not cite and we have not
discovered a single case in
which a court has found a
detention that involved numerous intrusive elements, with
little or no justification, to be a
Terry stop" (emphasis
added).30
With respect to ca e where an
intrusive stop was deemed justified,
the court pointed out that "the police have always had a reasonable
ba is to believe the suspect was
armed or otherwise dangerous."31
Considering that the suspects were
stopped in connection with a burglary, the court noted that "su pecting a person of having committed a
burglary cannot, in and of itself,
provide police with grounds to subject that person to an extremely intrusive Terry stop."32

CLUSIO
An investigative detention i a
forcible seizure, governed by the
"reasonableness" standard of the
Fourth Amendment. The level of

force used to effect an investigative stop must be tailored to the
facts and circum tance confronting law enforcement officer at the
time the seizure occur . The courts
are consistent in the view that officer are not required to assume
unnecessary ri k to their safety
when conducting inve tigative
tops. On the other hand, any use
of force that is not ju tified by the
facts and circum tances will generally be viewed as converting the
stop into an arrest, which, in the
absence of probable cause, would
be unconstitutional. ..
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Law enforcement officers of other than
federal j urisdiction who are interested i
this article should consult their legal
advisors. Some police procedures ruled
permissible under federal constitutional law
are of questionable legality under state law
or are not permitted at all.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin is an
official publication of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the U.S. Department of
Justice.
Frequency of Publication: Monthly
Purpose: To provide a forum for the
exchange of information on law enforcementrelated topics.
Audience: Criminal justice professionals,
primarily law enforcement managers.
MANUSCRIPT SPECIFICATIONS
Length: Feature article submissions
should be 2,000 to 3,500 words (8 to 14 pages,
doublespaced). Submissions for specialized
departments, such as Police Practice, Case
Study, and Sound Off, should be 1,200 to
2,000 words (5 to 8 pages, doublespaced).
Format: All submissions should be
doublespaced and typed on 8 112 by IIinch
white paper. All pages should be numbered,
and three copies should be submitted for
review purposes. When possible, an electronic
version of the article saved on computer disk
should accompany the typed manuscript.
References should be used when quoting a
source exactly, when citing or paraphrasing
another person's work or ideas, or when
referring to information that generally is not
well known. Authors should refer to A Manual
for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and
Dissertations, 6th ed., by Kate L. Turabian,
for proper footnote citation format.
Research papers, reports, and studies
should be revised to reflect the editorial needs
of the Bulletin. Subheadings and lists should
be used to break up the text and provide
direction to readers.
Writing Style and Grammar: Articles
generally should be written in the third person.
(Point of View and Sound Off submissions are
exceptions.) The Bulletin follows the The
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New York Public Library Writer's Guide to
Style and Usage. Potential authors should
study several issues of the magazine to ensure
that their writing style meets the Bulletin 's
requirements.
PUBLICATION
Basis for Judging Manuscripts: Material
that has been published previously or that is
under consideration by other magazines will be
returned to the author. Submissions will be
judged on the following points: Relevance to
audience, factual accuracy, analysis of information, structure and logical flow, style and
ease of reading, and length. Generally, articles
on similar topics are not published within a 12month period. Because the Bulletin is a government publication, favorable consideration
cannot be given to articles that advertise a
product or service.
Query Letters: Authors may submit a
query letter along with a detailed 1 to 2page
outline before writing an article. Editorial staff
members will review the query to determine
suitability of topic. This is intended to help
authors but does not guarantee acceptance of
any article.
Author Notification: Receipt of manuscript will be confirmed. Notification of
acceptance or rejection will follow review.
Articles accepted for publication cannot be
guaranteed a publication date.
Editing: The Bulletin reserves the right to
edit all manuscripts for length, clarity, format,
and style.
SUBMISSION
Authors should mail their submissions to:
Editor, FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin,
FBI Academy, Madison Building, Room 209,
Quantico, Virginia 22135. Telephone:
(703)6408666. FAX: (703)640]474.
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The Bulletin Notes
Law enforcement officers are challenged daily in the performance of their duties; they face each
challenge freely and unselfishly while answering the call to duty. In certain instances, their actions
warrant special attention from their respective departments. The Bulletin also wants to recognize
their exemplary service to the law enforcement profession.

While working overtime at the DeQuincy, Louisiana, Housing Authority,
Officer Thomas Threet of the DeQuincy Police Department was di patched to a
nearby residential fire. Upon arrival, Officer Threet, with a si tance from a
neighbor, entered the house through a bedroom window. After helping an 18year-old woman out of thi window, Officer Threet learned that the young
woman' elderly grandmother remained in the dwelling. U ing his experience a
a volunteer firefighter, Officer Threet located the grandmother in another
bedroom and carried her to the window he had used to enter the house. At thi
time, a econd officer arrived as backup and helped Officer Threet remove the
grandmother from the burning re idence. Officer Threet was transported to a
local ho pital for moke inhalation and later relea ed. Responding fire official
advised that the grandmother would have perished had Officer Threet not acted
in such a quick and courageous manner.

On a spring evening, Captain Bill Swineburg and
Patrolman Etik Gottman of the Missouri State Water
Patrol brought an end to one of the longest manhunts in
the history of the state. Wanted in connection with three
separate homicides, the suspect and his female companion
had eluded authoritie for nearly 2 months. Traveling on
foot in the rugged Mis ouri country ide, the two suspect
broke into house periodically for food and other supplies.
While searching a vacant house within the couple's locale,
Captain Swineburg and Patrolman Gottman observed the
armed male su pect in ide the dwelling. Both officer
identified them elves and reque ted that the man drop the
weapon, raise hi hands, and exit the house. After refusing these demand everal times, the suspect
mp nion hostage, lntm
rifl at her head and
finally exited the hou e. owever, he h I h'
threatening to kill her. Captain Swineburg continued to move toward the pair as he ordered the man to
put down the weapon. As the su pect turned his companion so he could point the rifle at Captain
Swineburg, Patrolman Gottman shot the man in his exposed left side. The dedication and commitment
to duty di played by the e two officers resulted in the capture of a dangerous murder suspect and the
prevention of further 10 s of life.

